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A.

®

Guardian Hospital Bassinets feature KYDEX on all horizontal surfaces for durability, including top, base panel and chart
board. KYDEX is 4x thicker than standard thermoform giving it superior impact strength and durability. KYDEX is certified
®

GREENGUARD Gold for Children and Schools . It also withstands a wide range of cleaners and disinfectants.
B.

The PETG plastic tub has 4x greater impact resistance than acrylic tubs and has hooks for Trendelenburg positioning during
medical procedures. The softer design of the tub enhances the aesthetic versus rectilinear designs.

C.

Stainless steel push handles allow greater view of infant. The push handle design eliminates the hard to get to areas to make
all surface areas accessible and easy to clean.

D.

The thermoform drawer and door fronts have integrated pulls so siblings cannot use handles as climbing aid, with full
extension drawer slides. Drawer liners are removable for easy cleaning.

E.

The groove in the optional pull-out chart board keeps items from rolling off.

F.

The base panel was designed to reduce the chances of caregivers hitting their shins while the bassinet is in motion and also
to reduce the chance of siblings using the base as a step to get to the newborn.

G.

Two 5" locking and two non-locking swivel poly casters.

Guardian Hospital Bassinets are available in One Drawer, One-Drawer/Two-Door, and Two Drawer configurations. These configurations are
also available in the other MedViron casegoods drawer and door styles.
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Guardian Hospital Bassinets

Bassinet Configurations

One Drawer

Two Drawer

One Drawer / Two Door

Removable Plastic Drawer Liners
Guardian Hospital Bassinets come standard with removable
plastic drawer liners for ease of cleaning. This may aid in
infection prevention. The 6” deep drawer liners are made of
high-impact ABS plastic, and they are field replaceable.

Specifications:
Configurations:

One-Drawer, Two-Drawer, One Drawer/Two-Door

Handle height

36in (92.5cm)

Surface height

30in (76.25cm)

Width

34in (86.5cm)

Depth

21.75in (53cm)

Weight

112lbs (50.8kg)

Warranty

Limited lifetime warranty.
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